UPDATING APPENDIX TO THE ORGANISATION,
MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL MODEL OF VIAR

 On 29 May 2015 the law No 68 dated 22 May 2015 came into force :
laying down “provisions relating to crimes against the environment".
After the integration of the Title VI of book II of the penal code, the title
VI – bis, CRIMES AGAINST ENVIRONMENT was introduced. In the
same provision the legislator specified the particular cases, among other
provisions, to be introduced in art. 25-undecies of the Legislative Decree
231/01, thus making the following amendments to said article:
1) at paragraph 1, letters a) and b) are replaced by the following:
a) for the breaching of article 452-bis, the financial penalty will be from
two hundred and fifty to six hundred shares;
a) for the breaching of article 452-quater, the financial penalty will be
from four hundred to eight hundred and fifty shares;
a) for the breaching of article 452-quinquies, the financial penalty will
be from two hundred to five hundred and fifty shares;
d) for aggravated crimes of association under article 452-octies, the
financial penalty will be form three hundred to one thousand shares;
e) for the crime of traffic and abandonment of highly radioactive
material under article 452-sexies, the financial penalty will be from two
hundred and fifty to six hundred shares;
a) for the breaching of article 727-bis, the financial penalty will be up to
two hundred and fifty shares;
3) for the breaching of article 733-bis, the financial penalty will be from
one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty shares.
2) after paragraph 1, the following is introduced:
«1-bis. In case of sentence for the crimes indicated at paragraph 1,
letters a) and b) of this article, besides the envisaged financial
penalties, also apply the interdiction sanctions envisaged by
article 9, for a period no longer than a year for the crime at the
above mentioned letter a)
Cases punished under letters f) and g) were already included in article
25-undecies that has not been amended.
Letters a,b,c,d,e, all envisage new crimes introduced with law No
68/15, for which sanctions have been established to the body that has
benefited from an interest or an advantage following one of the above
mentioned crimes, provided that the company does not show that
suitable models of organisation, management and control are in force.

Follows the text of these new cases:
article 452-bis. -- (environmental pollution) – a period of imprisonment
ranging from two to six years and a fine from 10,000 to 100,000 Euros
is given to anyone who wrongfully causes impairment or a significant
and measurable deterioration to:
1) water or air, or extended or significant portions of the soil or subsoil;
2) an ecosystem, biodiversity, also agrarian, flora or fauna.
The offence involves an aggravating factor if the pollution is produced
in a natural protected area o subject to landscape, environmental,
historical, artistic, architectural or archaeological value or against
protected animal or plant species.
Article 452-quater. -- (Environmental disaster). -- Anyone who
wrongfully causes an environmental disaster, except in those cases
provided for in article 434, is punished with a period of imprisonment
from five to fifteen years. Constitute environmental disaster either:
1) the irreversible alteration of the balance of an ecosystem;
2) the alteration of the balance of an ecosystem whose elimination is
particularly costly an achievable only with exceptional measures:
3) The offence against the public safety by reason of the importance of
the fact to the extent of impairment or its harmful effects or to the
number of persons injured or exposed to danger.
The offence involves an aggravating factor if the pollution is produced
in a natural protected area o subject to landscape, environmental,
historical, artistic, architectural or archaeological value or against
protected animal or plant species.
article 452-quinquies. -- (Intentional crimes against the environment). -If any crime at articles 452-bis e 452-quater is committed culpably, the
penalties under those same articles decrease from one-third to two
thirds.
If the commission of the above mentioned acts lead to the danger of
environmental pollution or disaster, the penalties are further decrease
by a third.
article 452-sexies. -- (Traffic and abandonment of highly radioactive
material). ---Provided that the crime is not a more serious offence,
anyone who unlawfully sells, purchases, receives, transports, imports,
exports, provides to others, holds, transfer, abandons or dispose highly
radioactive material is punished with a period of imprisonment ranging
from two to six years and a fine from 10,000 to 50,000 Euros.
The penalty under the first paragraph is increased if this offence leads
to a danger of impairment or deterioration of:
1) water or air, or extended or significant portions of the soil or subsoil;

2) an ecosystem, biodiversity, also agrarian, flora or fauna.
If this offence leads to a danger for the life or personal safety, the
penalty is increased up to a half.
Article 452-octies. -- (aggravating circumstances). -- When the
association at article 416 is meant in order to commit some of the
offences referred to in this Title, the penalties envisaged for said article
416 are increased.
When the association at article 416-bis is meant to commit some of the
offences envisaged by this title, that is the management acquisition or
the control of business activities, concessions, authorisations, contracts
or public service in the environmental field, the penalties envisaged by
that same article 416-bis are increased.
The penalties at paragraphs first and second are increased from a third
to a half if the association includes public officials or individuals in
charge of a public service holding roles or delivering services in the
environmental field.
 on 14 June 2015 the law 27 may 2015 no 69 came into force including
"Provisions on crimes against the public administration and mafia
associations and false accounting" (legislative decree "anti-corruption").
First of all this provision increases the penalties in the criminal code for
some offences against the public administration.
In particular for peculation (art. 314) it envisages a period of
imprisonment ranging from 4 to 10 years and 6 months (today from 4 to
10 years): for corruption in performing public official functions (art. 318)
it envisages a period of imprisonment from 1 to 6 years(today from 1 to
5 years): for corruption for performing acts in breach of the duties of
office (art. 319) it envisages a period of imprisonment ranging from 6 to
10 years (today from 4 to 8 years): for judicial corruption (art. 319-ter) it
envisages a period of imprisonment ranging from 6 to 12 years (today
from 4 to 10 years): for inducement through giving or promising money
or other benefits (art. 319-quater) it envisages a period of imprisonment
from 6 to 10 years and 6 months (today from 3 to 8 years).
The penalties for mafia associations are increased under article 416 bis
criminal code The penalty from the first paragraph for the participant will
be the imprisonment from ten to fifteen years (up to now it ranged from
seven to twelve), the one envisaged for those promoting and organising
the association will be a period of imprisonment from twelve to eighteen
years (up to no being from nine to fourteen years), while the fourth
paragraph envisages, for the same individuals, in case of armed
associations, a period of imprisonment from twelve to twenty years

(compared to the current period ranging from twelve to twenty-four
years).
The last part of the provision concerns false corporate communications.
The main novelty is the reintroduction of false accounting that reverts
to be a crime.
In particular, the new text of article 2262, civil code --- (False corporate
communications) – provides that “outside the cases envisaged by article
2622, directors, managing directors, managers in charge of drafting the
company accounting documents, statutory auditors and liquidators that,
in order to obtain for themselves or for others an unjust profit, knowingly
register, in the financial statements, reports or other corporate
documents addressed to shareholders or to the general public, either
relevant material facts that are untrue or omit relevant material facts
whose disclosure is mandatory about the economic, asset or financial
situation of the company or the group to which it belongs, so as to
actually mislead others, are punished with a period of imprisonment
ranging from one to five years".
The new text of article
2262, civil code --- (False corporate
communications) – provides that “directors, managing directors,
managers in charge of drafting the company accounting documents,
statutory auditors and liquidators of companies issuing financial
instruments, admitted to the negotiation in a regulated market in Italy or
in any other country of the European Union, that, in order to obtain for
themselves or for other an unjust profit, knowingly register, in the
financial statements, reports or other corporate documents addressed to
shareholders or to the general public, either relevant material facts that
are untrue or omit relevant material facts whose disclosure is mandatory
about the economic, asset or financial situation of the company or the
group to which it belongs, so as to actually mislead others, are punished
with a period of imprisonment ranging from one to eight years".
Finally the provision introduces two new articles: 2621-bis and 2621-ter
civil code
The first envisages a reduction in the penalties (from 6 months to 3
years) for the crime of false accounting under article 2262, civil code "in
case of minor offences" The minor offence is assessed by the judge,
taking into consideration “the nature and size of the company and the
conditions and effects of the conduct". The same reduced penalty is
applied in case the false accounting concerns those companies that
cannot go bankrupt (that is those that do not exceed the limits indicated
at article 1 paragraph 2 of R.D. 16 March 1942, No 267).

The second provides that under the application of the new cause of non
punishability for a particular minor offence at article 131-bis criminal ode
states that the judge must in this case take into consideration "mainly
the amount of the damage, if any, caused to the company".
As for the legislative decree dated 8 June 2001 No 231, some
amendments were made to article 25-ter, paragraph 1, aggravating the
penalties to the body. In particular:
a) the paragraph is replaced by the following: “as for the corporate
offences envisaged by the civil code, the following financial penalties are
applied to the body:
b) letter a) is replaced by the following:
«a) for the crime connected to false corporate communication under
article 2621 of the civil code, the financial penalty from two hundred to
four hundred shares»;
Pagec) after the letter a) what follows is added:
«a-bis) for the crime connected to false corporate communication under
article 2621 of the civil code, the financial penalty from hundred to two
hundred shares»;
d) letter b) is replaced by the following:
«b) for the crime connected to false corporate communication under
article 2621 of the civil code, the financial penalty from four hundred to
six hundred shares»;
e) letter c) is abrogated.
Therefore the organization model is updated with the above mentioned
amendments.
Approved by the BoD on 24 September 2015

We should also report that on 19 April 2016, a special proxy for all
functions related to environment, health and safety on the workplace
was entrusted to:
 Giuseppe Soldavini for VIAR S.p.a.
 Mauro Macchi for COINVAL S.r.l.

Moreover VIAR S.p.A. has acquired 51% of the shares of Forgiatura
Marcora S.r.l.

